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ABSTRACT

An integrated system for the creation and modification of three dimensional data for use in image synthesis is described. The hierarchical organization of the system functions is shown, and several of these functions are detailed. The system is designed so that a user can create a large class of three dimensional objects in an intuitive fashion without an extensive knowledge of the internal workings of the software and the associated data structure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Data Generation system (DG) represents an integrated approach to the creation and modification of complex two and three dimensional data for ultimate use in image synthesis. The system uses many traditional and state of the art algorithms in the construction of objects. By utilizing a common data structure throughout, and by organizing control in a hierarchical tree, the system allows the user a high degree of flexibility and ease in the creation of such objects. Interaction with the system is accomplished via a data tablet in conjunction with a vector display device.

Surface creation is accomplished by first creating a two dimensional curve or curves, which are used to control the algorithmic creation of the three dimensional surface. These algorithms include lofting between contours, projection of a closed curve, surface of revolution, and fleshing out a skeleton to create a tubular object.

Surface modification is performed interactively with algorithms that allow for the movement of a point or set of points (warping) and bending an object through the use of an internal skeleton. Combinatorial algorithms are available for joining object surfaces.

All capabilities of DG are included in one or more menus. The menu appropriate to the active node in the control hierarchy is always displayed for the user. All messages, including instructions to the user and error messages, as well as informative messages like slide values, are also displayed on the display. The user selects a menu item, which represents a local function or a request to move to another tree level, by placing a cursor and pressing a function switch on the cursor puck of the data tablet. This action either causes the function to be performed, leaves the system in an interactive input mode, or displays a new menu from the next or previous tree level.

2. SYSTEM ORGANIZATION

The system capabilities and the corresponding trees are shown on the following diagrams. Nodes in the first figure marked with an asterisk (*) are detailed in another figure, representing a complete subtree.

2.1 CONTROL

When the program is initiated by the user, control is initialized to the node "CONTROL", which represents the root of the tree. At this level, the user can choose to create a new...
object, input a previously created object, merge two or more objects into one, view the object from several different vantage points, modify the object, or output an object description.

2.2 CREATION OF 2D DRAWINGS

A typical interactive session begins with interactively drawing or otherwise creating a two dimensional open or closed curve, which is then either treated as an object itself or used to control the creation of a three dimensional object. The second diagram represents the subtree associated with this process.

On transition to this node of the tree, the user has a large number of options available to him or her. The drawing process is aided by the display of several different resolutions of the displayed axis. This allows the user to draw at varying levels of accuracy. A previously defined object can be displayed at a lower intensity as a background object, so that the new drawing can maintain a related shape or proximity. This helps in the consecutive "building" process, where object parts are created in the appropriate position and merged in the previous node. A stack is maintained so that the current environment can be stored (pushed) or restored (popped), making it much easier to accept or reject changes to the drawing. This environment includes all relevant object information, all current transformations, and all active switches and their values.

When the user makes the decision to enter the interactive "draw" mode, he or she interacts via the tablet and cursor. Whenever the function switch is depressed and the cursor is determined to be outside of the menu area, the cursor coordinates are stored in the object data structure. An edge is drawn from the previous coordinates to the new coordinates. This data structure can be modified by deleting a point nearest the cursor, inserting a point at the cursor between the coordinates defining the nearest edge, or interactively warping (rubber banding) an edge or edges by moving the point closest to the cursor.

2.2.1 SMOOTHING

The two dimensional drawing can be used as a control function for one of several smoothing algorithms. We have chosen two interpolation schemes and two approximation schemes. Each has its own characteristics to provide the maximum flexibility.

The two approximating techniques include a standard cubic b-spline algorithm and a Bezier (Bernstein) formulation resulting in a degree n-1 polynomial (1). An interpolatory scheme is used which utilizes the cardinal spline basis with a formulation attributed to Catmull and Rom (2). We also use the Hermite polynomials with some additional control as described below.

Once the desired two dimensional drawing is created and is acceptable to the user, control returns to the root and the data structure is accordingly updated. It is important to note that at all levels of the user hierarchy, a copy of the permanent data structure is used for all interactive processing. It becomes the permanent data structure only when the user accepts it.

The user can choose to restart any process in the system at any time. There is, however, a certain amount of protection built in. Any time the function selection may make a modification to the permanent data structure, the system will make certain the user wants to perform the function requested by asking for verification. This prevents accidental selection of some very destructive functions, like restart and exit, that might undesirably modify the data structure.

2.2.2. HERMITE INTERPOLATION WITH ADDITIONAL CONTROL

Hermite interpolation is a piecewise interpolation technique using as a basis the Hermite polynomials (6). It uses as the necessary constraints the endpoints of a set of relevant line segments and the first derivative values at those endpoints. The line segments are taken from the defining function as appropriate. The first and last segments are extrapolated to provide the information necessary for the boundary conditions. We use cubic polynomials as the basis functions, so any point on the smoothed curve can be given by

\[
 h(t) = f(t_0)H_0(t) + f'(t_0)H_1(t) + f(t_1)\bar{H}_0(t) + f'(t_1)\bar{H}_1(t)
\]

where \( f(t_0), f(t_1), f'(t_0), \) and \( f'(t_1) \) are the endpoints and their first derivatives, respectively, and \( H_0, H_1, \bar{H}_0, \text{ and } \bar{H}_1 \) are the basis functions.
As with many solutions to the general approximation problem, this technique suffers from excessive undulations at various places in the curve. Two factors, both related to \( f'(t) \) cause this divergence from the variation diminishing property. The direction of the slope vector (first derivative) controls the shape of each piecewise polynomial at the endpoints. The magnitude of the slope vector controls the shape of the curve between the endpoints. This suggests that more control over the slope vectors \( f'(t) \) might help in giving more desirable results in the smoothed curve.

First, the direction of the slope vector is approximated by taking a linear combination of the vectors defined by the adjacent line segments sharing the endpoint under consideration. The relative influence of each of the two vectors is under user control, giving maximum flexibility for determining the shape of the curve. Secondly, the magnitude is determined initially to be the ratio of the relevant segment to the combined lengths of both adjacent segments. This more accurately reflects the role of the two line segment attributes in determining the internal shape. This curve "tightness" value is also interactively modifiable by the user, providing that additional degree of freedom in smoothing the defining function.

**2.3 CREATION OF A 3D SURFACE**

There are five basic techniques available in DG for creating a three dimensional object from a two (or three) dimensional control drawing. These include lofting, surface patches, face projection (extrusion), a nonconventional surface of "revolution" technique, and a special algorithm for the efficient creation of arbitrarily shaped duct-like or tubular surfaces.

The first two options are accessed from the control node explicitly. The other three techniques are selected by traversing the tree via the "Create 3D Object" node.

**2.3.1. LOFTING SURFACES**

The lofting program allows for digitization of various level curves of an object, or the input of these contours as obtained from other sources, such as a CAT scan or a camera digitizing system. The user can then match up key points on adjacent level curves, and the program will create the faces that define the enclosing three dimensional surface. It is important to note the extra degree of flexibility provided by not requiring the contours to have an equal number of points. Thus, there can be a large number of points in areas of large curvature and a small number of points in areas where the curvature changes very little.

**2.3.2. SURFACE PATCHES**

The surface patch program utilizes the traditional bicubic techniques provided by the Hermite, b-spline, and Bezier bases.

**2.3.3. FACE PROJECTION**

The projection technique serves to give the two dimensional object thickness by duplicating the face at a specified distance from the original, and adding side faces to the data structure. To make the raster display algorithms used at CGRG work efficiently on the object, the user can interactively subdivide the original two dimensional drawing into convex faces before the extrusion process.

**2.3.4. SURFACES OF REVOLUTION**

The surface of revolution technique "rotates" the plane containing the two dimensional...
drawing around the (vertical) axis in a specified fashion. It is nonconventional for two reasons. First, standard solid of revolution techniques rotate a profile around an axis in a circle, generating a surface that is axially symmetric around the axis. Any horizontal cross section of the object will be a circle. We allow a "path" of revolution to be a circle, an ellipse, and in fact, any closed two dimensional shape that can be drawn by the user at the "Draw 2D Object" node described earlier. Moreover, the path needn't be centered at the axis, and in fact more than one path can be specified. If there is more than one path, the user can interactively position them on the original two dimensional control profile, and a linear interpolation is done between them.

Second, there can be more than one control profile used in conjunction with the above paths. These profiles are drawn by the user, and can be positioned around the axis. In this case, a single profile is not revolved around the axis. Instead, the surface is generated by applying a blending function to the two appropriate consecutive profiles.

2.3.5. CREATION OF DUCTS

A tubular object is made by first creating a two dimensional curve in the draw routine. If desired, this piecewise linear curve can be made into a three dimensional space curve using the warp routine. To generate the tubular object comprising the duct, we perform the following:

A vector of absolute or varying length, specified by the user, is calculated at each point on the curve. This is done by taking a linear combination of the vectors defining the adjacent edges of the piecewise linear curve. The magnitude of the vector is normalized if the duct should have a regular thickness throughout. If not, the relative magnitude of the vector controls the thickness of the object at that cross section. This vector is rotated around the axis defined by adjacent segments of the curve in the same fashion as described above. The new faces that are thus created are entered into the object data structure.

2.4. OBJECT MODIFICATION

Once a three dimensional object has been created using these techniques, it can be modified in the following ways. Two different three dimensional objects can be merged into one by joining faces within a specified proximity or faces with common vertex points. Alternatively, the two object files can be joined without adding or deleting any faces.

2.4.1. POLYGON INTERSECTION

An algorithm is used which calculates the intersection of two overlapping closed polyhedral surfaces, and subsequently describes a third object which consists of polygons from the original two objects and new ones created by the intersection. This collection of polygons is subject to a set of combinatorial operators which determine the final object. These operators form a third which is the intersection of the first two, the union of the two, or the result of one cutting the other. The power of the algorithm lies in its interactive nature and the fact that it handles concave polygons as well as those which are convex (5).

2.4.2. PATCH INTERSECTION

A similar algorithm can intersect pairs of objects defined by Bezier patches. A modified Catmull recursive subdivision (3) is performed on each object, and subpatches are either discarded if they do not participate in the intersection, or considered further. Patches are subdivided until a relevant subpatch is planar to within a predefined epsilon, as determined by the relative planarity of the polygon mesh defining the subpatch. The resulting intersection space curve can be output as part of the patch description for use by a patch display algorithm. Alternatively, the "planar" polygons obtained in the subdivision process can be used with the space curve to output a polyhedral approximation to the object.

This approximation has large numbers of polygons in areas of high curvature, and fewer polygons in relatively flat areas. Thus, the resulting object can be less complex than a regular polygonal approximation of a patch based object.

We are investigating the use of slope values at the intersection curve to provide for the introduction of smooth fillets into the inter-
sected objects (for example, at the intersection of a wing and fuselage of an aircraft that is defined with patches).

2.4.3. WARPING

A two or three dimensional object can be warped in space by picking a control point using the cursor puck. A parameter for distance is given which indicates which vertices in the data structure will be moved with the control point (i.e., all connected vertices within that Euclidean distance). Finally, a parameter for weight is given which determines how much those points will be moved. The points will be moved a decreasing amount with an increasing original distance. If the weight is low, the further points will be moved less, and if it is high, they will be moved (nearly) the same as the control point.

More formally, let \( d \) be the specified Euclidean distance, and \( w \) the specified weight. Let \((x,y,z)\) be the selected warp control point. Then all edges emanating from \((x,y,z)\) are traversed, and any point \((x',y',z')\) encountered while still at a distance \(d'\) less than \(d\) units from \((x,y,z)\) is entered into a list along with the distance \(d'\). Let \(dx\) be the delta movement in the x direction (relative to \((x,y,z)\)). Then \((x',y',z')\) will be moved a distance \(dx'\), where

\[
dx' = \begin{cases} 
dx * (1 - \frac{d'}{d})^2 & \text{if } w < 0 \\
dx * (1 - \frac{d'}{d}) & \text{if } w = 0 \\
dx * (1 - \left(\frac{d'}{d}\right)^2)^w & \text{if } w > 0 
\end{cases}
\]

Notice that as \(w\) approaches the maximum positive limit, the weighting value gets close to 1. As it approaches the negative limit, the value goes to 0. If the weight parameter is 0, the value changes linearly with the distance from the control point. The object can be warped with respect to any combination of the three dimensions. At any time, the user can rotate it around the three axes to view the change from all positions.

2.4.4. BENDING

The bending routine works by first mapping the surface points to a user defined skeleton. The skeleton is modified according to the bend that is desired, and the points related to the skeleton by the mapping process are redefined according to the new positions of the skeletal segments. The process is powerful yet has a very efficient and flexible user interface. Earlier implementations of both warp and bend algorithms for polygonal objects are given in more detail in (5).

3. IMPLEMENTATION

The system in its present configuration has been used at CGRG for the last eight months. It has been implemented on a Digital Equipment Co. VAX 11/780 using a Megatek 7000 series display device that includes three dimensional capabilities and hardware translation, rotation, scale, and clipping. Interaction with the display is accomplished with a Summagraphics Bit Pat data tablet. All drivers and system software were written locally to provide an environment that is conducive to the normal activities at CGRG. The software is written in C within a UNIX environment.

Reasonably complex objects have been made by students in the lab with a limited mathematical background in a favorable amount of time. The general use to date has been to make objects that are visually pleasing, without regard to any specific metric. However, the constraints imposed by a need for accuracy and precision are easily incorporated into the design process.

4. SUMMARY

A system which allows for the efficient creation of complex data for image synthesis has been described. Special treatment has been given to several functions that have been developed or extended locally for this system. These include a modification to the standard Hermite interpolation scheme that gives additional control for the curvature of the resulting smoothed curve. A surface of revolution procedure allows for a larger class of 3D objects by adding the capabilities of noncircular cross sections and additional object profiles, and ducts and tubular surfaces can be created using a defining skeletal
structure. Objects can be modified by warping and bending with parameters that can be specified interactively by the user, and combinatorial routines exist for both polygonal objects and patches.
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Diagram 1

Graphics Interface '82
Diagrams 2, 3, and 4

Graphics Interface '82
Figure 1 shows the control profile and paths of revolution to create the space vehicle in Figure 2. Notice how the paths are offset from the axis. The chair in Figure 3 and the clock in Figure 7 are made from projected faces and revolved surfaces. The skull is made by lofting between level curves, and the remainder of the skeleton in Figures 5 and 6 is made with the duct creation algorithm and surfaces of revolution.